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At that time, I knew that my
directing experience at that
time would not warrant me
directing this production I so
badly wanted to be a part of.
I decided to get crafty. My
next assistant directing assignment was back at Steppenwolf with Gary Sinise on
Sam Shepard’s Buried Child. I
asked if I could come back to
hear the show again but bring
Gary Sinise with me. I figured
I could at least get another
assisting gig out of it. I returned a few more times with
other theatre artists to see if I
could help get the production
started. Persistence pays off

•
•

Back to 1994, on my way to rehearsal
one day at the new-fangled Steppenwolf Theatre on Halsted Street in
Chicago, I saw you, Dennis DeYoung
standing in front of the theatre. THE
Dennis DeYoung. The Dennis
DENNIS DEYOUNG (DDY): Michael,
DeYoung who had written and sung
how did we meet? I know the anall of my favorite Styx songs. I introswer, but for the folks at home…
duced myself as a big Styx fan and
you asked me if I liked musicals. I
MICHAEL UNGER (MU): It’s a long
said, “Yup.” Then you told me you
answer. In the summer of 1994, I folwere writing a musical version of Viclowed my then-fiancée to my
tor Hugo’s The Hunchback of Notre
hometown of Chicago where she was
Dame and might I like to hear it? Anstarring opposite Donny Osmond in
other, “Yup!”
Joseph and the Amazing Technicolor
Dreamcoat.
After Clockwork Orange closed, I got
a call from someone at Steppenwolf,
I got a job as assistant director on a
“This guy named Dennis DeYoung is
production of A Clockwork Orange at
asking for your phone number. Can
Steppenwolf Theatre. I actually grew
Skylight’s artistic director, and director of Hunchback, tells the story of
how Dennis DeYoung went from rockand-roll hero, to colleague, to friend…
and to Skylight.

You called and said you had just finished the musical and had not played
it for anyone outside of your family.
Would I like to hear it? Before long, I
was greeted at the door of your
home by your ever-gracious and lovely wife, Suzanne, and was escorted
into “The White Room” which was a
sort of living room/recording
studio hybrid. There were
gold and platinum records all
over the walls – I had each of
them in vinyl in my collection.
You then proceeded to sing
the entire score for me singlehandedly. It was love at first
hear.
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Music Theatre’s production of The Hunchback of Notre Dame. Photo by Mark Frohna.

we give it to him?” Yet another big,
“Yup!”

A couple of pals from Chicago-land, chatting
about Hunchback: An interview with artistic
director Michael Unger and the legendary
Dennis DeYoung

up in the northern
suburbs of Chicago
where Steppenwolf
started and I spent
most of my afterschool time there. I
ran lights, worked
the box office, built
sets, watched rehearsals; simply
spent as much time
as I could drinking
in the magical alchemy that was
happening in the
basement of that
church in Highland Park, IL in
(l. to r.) Michael Unger (Skylight Music Theatre Artistic Director and Show Director)
and Dennis DeYoung (Writer and Composer) pose in front of the marquee for Skylight the late-70’s.
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A couple of pals from Chicago-land, chatting about
and I first met, here I am directing this
dream come true, in a new version at my
new home theatre.
DDY: You are right, that was a long answer. Now ask me a question.
MU: How did you get your start in music?
DDY: I was lucky enough to stumble into
this profession because my mother, being
Italian, made me take accordion lessons
when I was seven. It sure paid off. I'd like
to tell you I'm the smartest guy on the
planet and that I planned all this out. I'was
just a kid with an accordion who was
Beatles-dreaming; and all the other things
that have happened subsequently amazed
me more than they amaze people who
like what I do. Ask me another one.

be told through music like mine. Victor
Hugo, who had written Les Miserables, of
course, wasn’t going to charge me royalties for Hunchback, so for a cheapskate
like me, that was good. I then proceeded
to read five different translations of the
original novel. I finally found one in English which sped things up considerably.
These are the jokes, folks. That day, in a
hotel room in Fresno, I wrote the basis of
three of the major songs in the show. That
is very unlike me. I’m usually a plodder.
These songs just poured out of me. As I
look back, I wonder if someone more talented than I snuck into my room and
wrote those songs. This score is truly the
greatest collection of songs I have ever
written in my life.

The album cover of the demo album of
Dennis DeYoung’s The Hunchback of Notre Dame

The many adaptations out there who
paint him as a one-dimensional villain. To
quote myself, in the song Mr. Roboto, “His
circumstances went beyond his control.”

MU: I love how you’ve highlighted the fact
that all three of the main characters are
outcasts, and none of them are as they
first appear, outwardly. I also appreciate
MU: How did you come to select this work MU: One thing I always loved about your
music for Styx, even as a kid, was its theat- how you have economized the novel to
to musicalize?
tell the story you wanted to tell. Fully 40%
ricality – I could always see all of your
DDY: At the wedding of my sister-in-law,
of Hugo’s book concerns history, politics,
songs in 3-D.
her new husband, Forbes Candlish, whom
architecture, and the printing press.
DDY: One thing that impressed me about
I had never met before, came up to me
you, Michael, is your appreciation for the DDY: We kept the best 60%.
and asked me to play Pontius Pilate in a
national touring production of Jesus Christ music. For me, music exists on a higher
MU: Anything you’d like to add?
Superstar. I tried to say no several times, plane. With all due respect to all of the
DDY: It’s been a thrill watching and hearother art forms, music is a sound wave
but he eventually wore me down and I
ing the show come to life with our incredithat somehow connects us magically to
crucified across America. My advice to
ble cast and creative team in the beautiful
aspiring Broadway actors is to get a broth- the universe. And no one has figured out
yet how or why that is. When I play one of Skylight Theatre. I look forward to watcher-in-law who’s a producer. While we
ing the audiences experience it. Anything
were in Fresno, my songs in a concert, people sing along
to the first two or three lines. “I’m sailing you’d like to add?
there was an
earthquake and I away…” after that, they may not remem- MU: I just cannot thank you enough, Denber the words, but they can sure hum the nis, for trusting me to bring this incredible
thought to mytune. People love a great song because it combination of your melodies and words
self, “This pertouches their head and their heart at the to Skylight. It’s been a real honor to asforming eight
semble this fine team of artists and to
shows a week is same time.
tough. Maybe I
should just write
a musical myself.” So, I looked
at popular musiA costume rendering
cals of the time,
by Alyssa Ridder from
Skylight’s production of Hunchback
like Phantom of
the Opera and Les Miserables and wondered what other epic stories might like to

MU: What drew you to this story?
DDY: I just love these characters. Although the characters of Quasimodo and
Esmerelda are vital, for me, the character
of Frollo was central. He is a wellintentioned man who was forced into a
life he never asked for and we follow him
on his fall from grace. I was never fond of

have you “in the room where it’s happening.” But you should have the last word,
Dennis.
DDY: Thank you, Michael. Enjoy the show
and have a brat, but hold the sauerkraut.
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A History of the Romani Culture:
written by Jackey Boelkow, our Romani Cultural Consultant and Featured Performer
Who are the Romani People?
The Romani are an Indo-Aryan ethnic group from Northwestern India who were forced out of their homelands
around 1000 years ago to avoid religious persecution. The Roma do not have a strong tradition of written
history so their origin remained a mystery for many years. However, through the study of the Romani
Language (Romanes), scholars discovered links to Hindi, Punjabi, and Sanskrit, thus proving their Indian
origins which have since been confirmed through DNA testing. When the Roma arrived in Europe, the
Europeans falsely assumed they had come from Egypt and therefore assigned them the misnomer of “Gypsy.”
The term “gypsy” and its derivative “gypped” are now considered racial slurs and are highly offensive to the
community. Today, Roma live all over the world but are currently the largest ethnic minority in Europe and
describe themselves as a nation without borders.
Timeline of Significant Events
Approx. 900 - 1100: The Romani people leave India
1100: The first mention of Romani people in Western Europe (Greece)
1358: The first record of a Romani person being sold as a slave, marking
the beginning of 500 years of slavery.
1531: The Egyptians Act of 1530 was passed in England to expel the
Roma from the realm.
1660: The Romani are prohibited by King Louis XIV to live in France.
1710: Joseph I issues a decree ordering the extermination of Romani
people.
1864: The Roma are emancipated from slavery.
1935 - 1945: The Porajmos (Romani Genocide) begins. Approx. 1.5 million
Roma are murdered during the Holocaust.
1971: The first World Romani Congress was organized near London,
England.
2000: The World Romani Congress produces the official Declaration of the Romani Non-Territorial Nation.
The Romani of The Hunchback of Notre Dame
The Roma arrived in France in 1418 and were first recorded in Paris in 1428. They would have most likely
been from the Manouche vitsa (group). The name Manouche comes from the Sanskrit word “manus” meaning
“man, human being”, they are known for being entertainers, specifically dancers and musicians. At this point in
time, it would have been very likely that the group would have still had strong ties to their ancestors’ Hindu
beliefs, making those outside of the group perceive them as Pagans or having no religion whatsoever.
Romani Culture and Language
The Roma have what is considered a Closed Culture and a Closed Language, meaning it is a culture and
language that gadjo (non-Roma) cannot participate in. Traditionally, a Roma person must be raised with
Romanipen (The Laws of Life) that govern how you move through life. These rules are passed down through
oral tradition so they must be learned by an elder within the community.
The Romani language, Romanes (meaning “In the way of the Rom”), follows very similar rules and is a
language that must be learned within the community. The language has its roots in Punjabi, Sanskrit, and
Hindi but because of the nomadic nature of the Roma, it has over 80 dialects. Romanes is credited with the
survival of the Roma through 500 years of slavery and the Holocaust because it is unable to be understood by
outsiders, some considering it a secret language.
The Roma have had a huge influence in art, particularly in Flamenco, which came from the Cale vitsa and
stems from the Indian dance, Kathak, and in Turkish Style Belly Dance. The genre of music called “Gypsy
Jazz” was created by the Manouche vitsa and much of circus performing comes from the Roma people in
general.
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The History of Notre Dame Cathedral Paris

The Notre Dame Cathedral Paris or Notre Dame de Paris
(Meaning ‘Our Lady of Paris’ in French) is a Gothic cathedral
located in the fourth arrondissement of Paris, France. It was one
of the very first Gothic cathedrals, and its construction took
place throughout the Gothic period. Building work began on the
Notre Dame Cathedral in Paris in the 12th century, it was not
completed until nearly 300 years later. It is one of the most
prominent cathedrals in the world and one of the oldest in
France. The length of time it took to build is evident through the
various styles of architecture that run through the building. Although it is predominantly French Gothic, there are areas that
demonstrate the Renaissance and the Naturalism era of conPicture from https://en.parisinfo.com/
struction. These varying styles add to the outstanding yet
quirky beauty of the building. The Notre Dame Cathedral did not originally have flying buttresses included in
its design. But after the construction of the cathedral began, the thinner walls (popularized in the Gothic style)
grew ever higher and stress fractures began to occur as the walls pushed outward. The cathedral’s architects, in an effort to fix the problem, built supports around the outside walls, and later additions continued the
pattern. This was among the first buildings in the world to use the flying buttress (arched exterior supports). Over its vast history the Cathedral has suffered considerable damage, not least during the French
Revolution in 1786. Fortunately it was sympathetically restored and continued to attract attention from around
the world. The Notre Dame Cathedral is widely considered one of the finest examples of French Gothic architecture in the world. The Notre Dame Cathedral is the actual cathedral of the Catholic archdiocese of Paris;
which is to say, it is the church which contains the official chair (“cathedra”) of the Archbishop of Paris, Andre
Cardinal Vingt-Trois. Within the Cathedral of Notre Dame there are vast displays of artwork, furniture and
many valuable items that mirror the Neo-Gothic design. It is the French Gothic Architecture that remains the
biggest draw for visitors from around the world, an unrivaled, perfect example to this day. (Source: https://
notredamecathedralparis.com/)
About the Novel: Behind Victor Hugo’s Masterpiece

the cathedral itself, but
as represented throughVictor Hugo began writing Notre-Dame de Paris in 1829, out Paris and the rest of
largely to make his contemporaries more aware of the
Europe. This was an arvalue of the Gothic architecture, which was neglected
tistic genre which, Hugo
and often destroyed to be replaced by new buildings or argued, was about to
defaced by replacement of parts of buildings in a newer disappear with the arrival
style. For instance, the medieval stained glass panels
of the printing press.
of Notre-Dame de Paris had been replaced by white
Claude Frollo's portenglass to let more light into the church. This explains the tous phrase, 'Ceci tuera
large descriptive sections of the book, which far exceed cela' ("This will kill that,"
the requirements of the story. A few years earlier, Hugo as he looks from a printhad already published a paper entitled Guerre aux Déed book to the cathedral
molisseurs (War [declared] on the Demolishers) specifi- building), sums up this
cally aimed at saving Paris' medieval architecture. The
thesis, which is expounded An illustration from Hugo’s novel.
agreement with his original publisher, Gosselin, was that on in Book V, chapter 2. Hugo writes that 'quiconque
the book would be finished that same year, but Hugo
naissant poète se faisait architecte' ("whoever was born
was constantly delayed due to the demands of other
a poet became an architect"), arguing that while the writprojects. In the summer of 1830, Gosselin demanded
ten word was heavily censored and difficult to reprothat Hugo complete the book by February 1831. Begin- duce, architecture was extremely prominent and enjoyed
ning in September 1830, Hugo worked nonstop on the
considerable freedom. (Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/
project thereafter. Architecture is a major concern of
wiki/The_Hunchback_of_Notre-Dame)
Hugo's in Notre-Dame de Paris, not just as embodied in
158 N. Broadway
Milwaukee, WI 53202
(414) 291-7811
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